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30 September 2022 
 
Parents of St Leo’s Residents 
By Email – Various 
 
 
Dear Parents of St Leo’s Residents 
 
One of the most obvious constants shared by both the university sector and the schools’ sector is the 
pace of term three. Every year it’s the same thing – term three just flies by. It could be because when 
our residents return from the June/July break they head straight into their Enzyme Week, as our 
residents call it. It could be that we have a range of significant and college-wide events, the Ball, the 
Duhig lecture, the Fathers’ Day Barbecue and the F ‘n K Cup in rapid fire, successive weeks and 
weekends. Still, the net result is that on Friday of the mid-semester break, it seems like only yesterday 
that semester II started.  
 

Will Kennedy and his Students’ Leadership Team can be quite satisfied with their year to date. The Ball, 
way back on Friday, 29 July was an excellent evening, celebrated at Riverlife, opposite the city Botanic 
Gardens. Oddly, the venue insisted that Glen Cronan and I should remain at the venue for the duration, 
which we did. It was a great night, but we’re still puzzled exactly what it was that the management 
thought Glen and I added to the night. Our annual Duhig lecture was delivered by Elizabeth Watson-
Brown MP, one of the three successful Greens’ candidates at the May federal election. And, the Fathers’ 
Day Barbecue which went ahead on the same day as the annual F ‘n K Cup was attended by more 
than 100 people. The rugby game itself was a close fought thing, but we were adrift by seven points at 
full time.   
 

The start of each semester is distinguished by an opportunity for the Students’ Leadership Team to 
meet with the College Council and to share their view on what it is that the student body would like to 
achieve in the following semester. Regrettably in semester II, ’22, not a lot of our Council members 
were available. That notwithstanding, the minutes from that meeting percolate to Council so that there 
is always a sense of the entire organisation sharing ideas and vision. Many of the reforms that St Leo’s 
has achieved have been achieved by listening to the student voice and finding shared and agreed ways 
forward. In ’22, we have been able to do that in both semester I and semester II.  
 

I imagine that Mums and Dads will be delighted to have their sons back home after the nine teaching 
weeks in term three. Assessment season and exams are only a matter of five weeks away. From this 
part of the year forwards, it’s about prioritizing time management and ensuring that social temptations 
don’t outweigh revision and study. In keeping with that priority, there’s only a handful of College events 
between now and the conclusion of the second semester exam block – the second Woozonian (a soiree 
with our friends and colleagues from Women’s College) on Thursday 6 October, our Sportural dinner 
on Thursday 20 October, and our Valete, farewelling our departing Third Years on Saturday, 29 
October. It’d be great to see St Leo’s again lift its college-wide GPA above 5, something that we 
routinely do when solid preparations precede the exam block.   
 

The university world post-pandemic is a different one, at least as far as colleges are concerned. All UQ 
colleges are reporting a significant uptick in applications for First Year spots in 2023. And increasingly, 
more and more Brisbane-based students are applying to live at college. One reason for this could be 
that the children of Brisbane parents who relocated to UQ from a regional centre to complete their 
degree studies some years ago, wish for their children to have the college experience. At this point in 
’22, St Leo’s has more than double the applications that it had at an equivalent time in ’21. 
 

Our international numbers have rebounded quite strongly, but the rise and rise of local applicants, 
looking to live at college is a phenomenon at play across all UQ colleges. Whilst it’s too early to be 
entirely sure, it may well be that in ’23, St Leo’s will attract in excess of 100 First Year residents. In 
2022, we have 89 First Years. UQ Open Day on Sunday 7 August saw another crop of potential 
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Leonians make their ways through our halls. St Leo’s selling points are at their clearest at Open Day – 
on site parking, fully air-conditioned rooms, 38-week contracts, as close as you can get to the university. 
We’re hopeful that after Open Day ’22 that we’ll go close to filling in 2023.  
 

In these newsletters, I try and give something of an update and insight into what’s going on behind the 
scenes, as it were, here at St Leo’s and UQ more broadly. You might be surprised to learn that UQ and 
its ten colleges have never entered any type of formal agreement in respect of what each college’s 
‘affiliation’ with UQ actually means. On Monday 15 August, St Leo’s College Council Chair, Daryl Hanly 
and I attended a function at UQ’s newly opened Patina’s restaurant, where Daryl and each of the other 
nine College Council Chairs co-signed the UQ Colleges’ Relationship Framework - the document that 
now sets out the mutual expectations that UQ and the UQ colleges might reasonably have of each 
other.  
 

At UQ’s invitation, Daryl was invited to speak on behalf of the Chairs. My fellow Head of College, Carla 
Tromans, who is both the Director of International House and incumbent President of the Heads of 
Colleges’ group also spoke. The following is extracted from Daryl’s remarks. It is a valuable excerpt 
because it speaks to the tension that each college and UQ are always reconciling. Whilst UQ colleges 
are all independent of UQ, our fortunes and our futures are woven inextricably with the story of the 
university. Among other observations, Daryl noted that: 
 

The Framework sets out a pathway that respects difference. This is important, because each of the 
ten of us affiliated with UQ at different times in the UQ story. We each affiliated with UQ to respond 
to different priorities each of which was sufficiently pressing at the time of affiliation, for each college 
to come into being. I am grateful that UQ has recognised the significance of our differences, but 
aimed to nurture our similarities in our respective relationships with UQ.  

 

It was an especially significant evening. Regrettably, the Vice-Chancellor, Professor Debbie Terry AO 
was isolating because of a covid exposure, but she was able to join us via Zoom. In my email thanking 
the Vice-Chancellor on behalf of the St Leo’s community for the work that delivered the Framework, I 
specifically acknowledged Anne Cross AM. Anne commenced work on the Framework project in 2017, 
interrupted as it was by both the pandemic and then, more recently, the ’22 floods.  
 

Professor Terry has a keen understanding of the value-add that colleges gift to their residents. Debbie’s 
tenure has been distinguished by initiatives like the abovementioned Framework and the Colleges’ 
Small Grants’ program which has assisted St Leo’s bring forward renovations to student-used facilities. 
It’s also timely to acknowledge the contribution that UQ has made to not only St Leo’s with contributions 
to the renovation of our tennis court, but also other UQ colleges’ site infrastructure, as well.  
 
Could I invite anyone who would like to read the detail of the Framework to contact the College, and I 
shall arrange for a copy to be emailed to you.  
 

The value-add that colleges can bring to their residents was at its clearest a few weeks ago when I was 
contacted by a former student who resided at St Leo’s from 2014 – 2016, graduating in 2017 with 
Engineering. Arnold Schafer now works for Frost Engineers, a company based in Gladstone and owned 
by a Leonian who left College in the early ‘90s. St Leo’s was able to host an Engineers’ evening in the 
Chapel/Boardroom at which Arnold and one of his fellow Engineers, Kaitlyn Vadal presented. The 
evening was attended by Engineers from both St Leo’s and Women’s Colleges. We were hopeful that 
some Duchesne Engineers might also attend, but none was available. We are looking forward to 
establishing an employment agreement with Frost for the purposes of some of our engineers finding 
holiday and potentially fulltime employment. 
 

The theme of assisting our men prepare for their first professional jobs is being continued by a series 
of workshops that former Member of Council, Michael Noon, is delivering for our returning Second Year 
men. It’s always important to keep in mind that the main reason that students attend university is to get 
a degree to get a job. When people like Arnold get back in touch with us to assist in spreading 



   

 
 

opportunity, and people like Michael make a contribution, it’s an even greater privilege to be the Head 
of a residential College.    
 

It’s always a pleasure to have parents come back to the College to catch up with their sons. I’m often 
surprised that when Mums and Dads do visit that they don’t ask their sons to give them a tour of the 
place. The improvements that we have made in the JCR, aka the Snakepit make it worth a visit. Old 
Boys will be delighted to see a fully framed life-sized cut-out of the Phantom mounted on the eastern 
wall of the Pit. He’s been in situ since he came back from the framers about six weeks ago.  
 

The professional group of Heads of Colleges held its annual conference here in Brisbane across this 
week. Amongst other papers that were considered was a report that focused on the casual expectation 
that young people will participate in drinking events at colleges. St Leo’s, like all residential colleges at 
UQ is responsive to those trends that inform the practices and behaviours of the young people who 
reside with us. A focus of the leadership team, ’23 will be upon the extent to which latent pressure could 
be moving people in the direction of drinking behaviours that they’d otherwise not choose. Much in the 
area of reform comes through principled and informed leadership. 
 

It is timely to consider leadership for the new year. In a matter of two weeks, the St Leo’s Students’ 
Club will vote to elect its Executive for 2023. Already Glen Cronan and Jocelyn Forsyth are interviewing 
hopefuls for our nine RA appointments. I’m looking forward to announcing to the College community 
our leaders for ’23 and to ensuring that the challenge to better and improve ourselves lives on into 
another year.  
 

Let me conclude with the following observations. With the final act of the year commencing on Tuesday, 
4 October, we enter what has in the past been silly season. Earlier this year, I wrote to the parents of 
Third Year residents to request their assistance in ensuring the retirement of one of our more dangerous 
traditions – an end of Third Year roof walk.  
 

The risks of getting up on our roof and engaging in other similar behaviours in the name of prankery 
are all too evident to those of us who otherwise have the very unfortunate task of making (and receiving) 
phone calls when things go wrong. It’s not my usual practice to ask Mums and Dads for their assistance 
in ensuring pranks like the aforementioned don’t occur, but anything that reduces the temptation to 
engage in risky behaviour is a step in the right direction.  I wonder could I prevail upon Mums and Dads 
to assist me with a quiet word before their sons come back to College.  
 

As is the case when I sign off these newsletters, if there’s anything that you think St Leo‘s could do 
better, please don’t hesitate to contact me, or any other St Leo’s staff member. If there’s something that 
you think we do well, please tell your friends and relatives, especially those with school leaving aged 
sons. 
 

I look forward to welcoming Mums and Dads back to College across the balance of 2022.  
 

With best wishes 

 
____________ 
Stephen Foley 
Head of College & Chief Executive 
St Leo’s College 
College Road 
Within The University of Queensland 
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Steve Foley introducing Elizabeth Watson-Brown MP, who delivered the Duhig Lecture 2022 

 
 
 

Muhammad Nasser, Aman Gupta and Denison Hilla socializing after the Duhig Lecture  

 

  



   

 
 

 
ICC Swimming Carnival: Tim Cookson diving off the blocks, while Gordon Mei waits 

 
Ben Duffy and Corbin Zahn cheering Tyson Andrews on in the relay 
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Old Boy, Arnold Schafer, and his colleague Kaitlyn Vidal presenting careers information to the 
Leo’s and Women’s Engineers 

 
Arnold socializing with Harry Packwood and organiser, Joe McKeering after the Frost 

Engineers’ presentation 
 

  



   

 
 

 
Families enjoying time together on the deck for Fathers’ Day celebrations 

 
 

Max Ruskin with parents, Michael and Shannon at the Fathers’ Day BBQ 


